Jacket
What is your height?
Bust
Bra size
Measure Length from shoulder to under your bra.
Shoulder
Waist (7"under armpit)
Natural waist (smallest part of waist)
Back length- Measure from Under neck to length of jacket
Front length- Measure from shoulder to length of jacket. (Do not look down- This
will affect the measurement
Hip- (Make sure it is center of the buttocks at the largest part)
Sleeve length- From shoulder to where you want the sleeve to fall) Make sure you
relax arm next to body and do not hold it out to measure.
Pant or leggings
Waist (Measure smallest part of waist)
High waist (Measure 1" above belly button)
High hip measure above the largest part of the hip
Hip Measure the largest part of the hip area.
Low hip Measure below the hip area below the buttocks extension.
Inseam From inside crotch to the finish length of the pant. (We suggest to take
the measures with shoes on you plan to wear with the pants so the length is
accurate)
Dress
What is your height?
Above Bust- Measure flat part above the bust under the armpit.
Bust-Measure at the largest part of the bust. Make sure to put tape on relax and
do not pull tight. (Make sure to wear the bra you plan to wear while using the
dress)
Below Bust- Measure from shoulder over bust under bra.(make sure it is under the
wire)
Bra size
High waist (Measure 1" above belly button)
High hip measure above the largest part of the hip
Hip Measure the largest part of the hip area.
Low hip Measure below the hip area below the buttocks extension.
From Hip to length of dress (make sure to wear shoes you plan to wear while
wearing the garment)

If you have ordered a style from the collection and fabric is in stock, order can take 1-2 weeks.
Depending on the style you are requesting from us, we require specific measurements
Keep in mind the Custom process from start to finish can take anywhere from 2-6 weeks depending
on if you choose a style or fabric on our website, that is in stock. If you plan to customize your fabric
or zipper, work in 2-3 weeks additional to have fabrics or trimming made.

